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Dynamical quasi-localization of matter fields in extra dimension is an elegant mechanism to gen-
erate hierarchical 4-dimensional Yukawa couplings. We point out that a bulk matter field whose
zero mode is quasi-localized can give a large Kaluza-Klein threshold correction to low energy gauge
couplings, which is generically of the order of ln(Yukawa)/8pi2, so it can significantly affect gauge
coupling unification. We compute such threshold corrections in generic 5-dimensional theories com-
pactified on S1/Z2 ×Z2, and apply the result to grand unified theories on orbifold generating small
Yukawa couplings through quasi-localization.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been noticed that extra dimension can provide an elegant mechanism to generate hierarchical Yukawa
couplings [1–14]. The quark and lepton fields can be quasi-localized in extra dimension in a natural manner, and
then their 4-dimensional (4D) Yukawa couplings are determined by the wavefunction overlap factor e−MpiR where
M is a combination of mass parameters in higher dimensional theory and R is the length of extra dimension. This
allows that hierarchical Yukawa couplings are obtained from fundamental mass parameters having the same order of
magnitude. Extra dimension has been known to be useful also for constructing a natural model of gauge unification
[15–25]. Supersymmetric 4D grand unified theories (GUTs) successfully accomodate gauge coupling unification,
however suffer from some difficulties such as the doublet-triplet splitting problem and the proton decay problem.
These problems can be elegantly solved in GUT on orbifold with gauge symmetry broken by boundary conditions
[15, 18]. It is straightforward to implement the idea of dynamical quasi-localization in orbifold GUT to get hierarchical
Yukawa couplings as well as successful gauge unification [7, 9].
In any GUT, heavy particle threshold effects at GUT symmetry breaking scale should be taken into account for a
precision analysis of low energy gauge couplings g2a. In conventional 4D GUT, those threshold corrections to 1/g
2
a are
generically of the order of 1/8π2 and thus not so important, unless the model contains a large number of superheavy
particles which become massive as a consequence of GUT symmetry breaking or some of superheavy masses are
hierarchically different from each other [26]. As was pointed out a long time ago, higher dimensional field theory
and/or string theory contain (infinitely) many Kaluza-Klein (KK) or stringy modes, so can have a sizable threshold
correction [27]. Therefore it is essential to include stringy and/or KK threshold correction in the precision analysis
of low energy couplings in string and/or higher dimensional field theories. In this paper, we wish to examine the KK
threshold corrections in generic 5D orbifold field theories in which hierarchical 4D Yukawa couplings are generated
through quasi-localization. As we will see, the KK threshold corrections to 1/g2a in such models are generically of the
order of ln(Yukawa)/8π2, so can significantly affect gauge coupling unification. The outline of this paper is as follows.
In Sec. II, we discuss the KK spectrum and zero mode wave functions of generic scalar and spinor fields in 5D theory
compactified on S1/Z2 × Z ′2. In Sec. III, we discuss the 4D Yukawa couplings of those quasi-localized scalar and
fermion zero modes. In Sec. IV, we compute KK threshold corrections in generic 5D theories on S1/Z2 ×Z ′2. In Sec.
V, we use these results to derive the KK correction to the predicted value of the low energy QCD coupling constant
in 5D GUT on orbifold. We then construct a class of supersymmetric 5D orbifold GUTs which generate hierarchical
Yukawa couplings through dynamical quasi-localization while keeping successful gauge coupling unification. Sec. VI
is the conclusion.
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2II. KALUZA-KLEIN ANALYSIS AND QUASI-LOCALIZED ZERO MODES
In this section, we analyze the KK wave functions and spectrums of scalar and spinor fields in 5D theory compactified
on S1/Z2×Z ′2. Our major concern is the dynamical quasi-localization of zero mode wavefunctions which would result
in hierarchical 4D Yukawa couplings. We also consider the full KK spectrums which will be relevant for the discussion
of KK threshold corrections to low energy gauge couplings. Throughout this paper, we will use the convention for
S1/Z2 × Z ′2 which is given by the following transformation of the fifth spacetime coordinate y ≡ y + 4πR:
Z2 : y → −y , Z ′2 : y + πR→ −y + πR . (1)
so the fundamental domain of S1/Z2 × Z ′2 corresponds to 0 ≤ y ≤ πR.
Let us first consider a 5D complex scalar field with an action:
−
∫
d5x
[
DMφ
zz′DMφzz
′∗ +
(
m2zz′ + 2µzz′δ(y)− 2µ′zz′δ(y − πR)
)
φzz
′
φzz
′∗
]
, (2)
and the orbifold boundary conditions:
φzz
′
(−y) = zφzz′(y) ,
φzz
′
(−y + πR) = z′φzz′(y + πR) ,
where z = ±1 and z′ = ±1. The equation of motion for each KK mode of this scalar field is given by(
∂2y + (ω
zz′
n )
2
)
φzz
′
n = 2 [µzz′δ(y)− µ′zz′δ(y − πR) ]φzz
′
n , (3)
where (
ωzz
′
n
)2
=
(
Mzz
′
n
)2
−m2zz′ (4)
forMzz
′
n denoting the 4D mass of φ
zz′
n . Upon ignoring unimportant normalization factor, one easily finds the following
KK wave functions on the fundamental domain:
φ++n = cos
(
ω++n y
)
+
µ++
ω++n
sin
(
ω++n y
)
,
φ+−n = sin
(
ω+−n (y − πR)
)
,
φ−+n = sin
(
ω−+n y
)
,
φ−−n = sin
(
ω−−n y
)
, (5)
where ωzz
′
n (6= 0) are either real or pure imaginary constants determined by
tan
(
ω++n πR
)
=
(µ++ − µ′++)ω++n(
ω++n
)2
+ µ++µ′++
,
tan
(
ω+−n πR
)
= −ω
+−
n
µ+−
,
tan
(
ω−+n πR
)
=
ω−+n
µ′−+
,
tan
(
ω−−n πR
)
= 0. (6)
Once ωzz
′
n are determined, the KK mass spectrum of φ
zz′ can be determined by the relation
(
Mzz
′
n
)2
= m2zz′ +
(
ωzz
′
n
)2
. (7)
Note that a pure imaginary ωzz
′
n gives
(
Mzz
′
n
)2
smaller than m2zz′ , while a real ω
zz′
n gives
(
Mzz
′
n
)2
bigger than m2zz′ .
Note also that there can be only one or no imaginary ωzz
′
n from (6).
3Since we are interested in the shape of zero mode wavefunction, let us consider the conditions for φzz
′
to have a
zero mode, i.e Mzz
′
0 = 0, independently of the value of the orbifold radius R. Obviously only φ
++ can have such a
zero mode only when its bulk and brane masses are tuned to satisfy
µ++ = µ
′
++ , m
2
++ = µ
2
++ , (8)
which are indeed satisfied in supersymmetric theories [5, 28]. The resulting zero mode (on the fundamental domain)
is given by
φ++0 = exp(µ++y) , (9)
so it is quasi-localized at y = 0 if µ++ < 0, while at y = πR if µ++ > 0. In a more general case with µ++ = µ
′
++
but m2++ 6= µ2++, the KK spectrums of φ++ are given by(
M++0
)2
= m2++ − µ2++ ,(
M++n
)2
= m2++ +
n2
R2
, (10)
for n being a positive integer.
For φ+−, if µ+−πR < −1, there can be a mode lighter than m+−:
φ+−0 = sinh ξ(y − πR) ,(
M+−0
)2
= m2+− − ξ2 , (11)
where ξ is a real constant determined by
tanh(ξπR) =
ξ
|µ+−| .
In the limit µ+−πR≪ −1, M+−0 is determined to be(
M+−0
)2
=
(
m2+− − µ2+−
)
+ 4µ2+−
(
e−2|µ+−|piR +O(e−4|µ+−|piR)
)
. (12)
So in supersymmetric case in which m2+− = µ
2
+−, the mass of φ
+−
0 is exponentially suppressed in the limit µ+−πR≪
−1. On the other hand, all other KK modes of φ+− are heavier than m+−. Similarly, if µ−+πR > 1, φ−+ can have
a lighter mode:
φ−+0 = sinh(ξ
′y) ,(
M−+0
)2
= m2−+ − ξ′2 ,
where
tanh(ξ′πR) =
ξ′
µ−+
.
In the limit µ−+πR≫ 1, we have(
M−+0
)2
=
(
m2−+ − µ2−+
)2
+ 4µ2−+
(
e−2µ−+piR +O(e−4µ−+piR)) ,
yielding an exponentially small mass of φ−+0 in supersymmetric case with µ−+πR≫ 1.
Let us now consider a 5D spinor field with an action
−
∫
d5x
[
iΨ¯zz
′ (
γM∂M +Mzz′ǫ(y)
)
Ψzz
′
]
, (13)
and the orbifold boundary condition
Ψzz
′
(−y) = zγ5Ψzz
′
(y) ,
Ψzz
′
(−y + πR) = z′γ5Ψzz
′
(y + πR) ,
4where ǫ(y) = −ǫ(−y) = ǫ(y + 2πR) = 1 on the covering space of S1/Z2 × Z ′2. Note that in order for the action to be
invariant under Z2 × Z ′2, 5D spinor can have only a kink type mass Mzz′ǫ(y). The equation of motion for each KK
mode of Ψzz
′
is given by
(
∂2y + (ω
zz′
n )
2
)2
Ψzz
′
nL = −2Mzz′ [ δ(y)− δ(y − πR) ] Ψzz
′
nL ,(
∂2y + (ω
zz′
n )
2
)2
Ψzz
′
nR = +2Mzz′ [ δ(y)− δ(y − πR) ] Ψzz
′
nR, (14)
where γ5ΨL,R = ±ΨL,R and (
ωzz
′
n
)2
= (Mzz′n )
2 −
(
Mzz′
)2
(15)
for Mzz
′
n denoting the 4D mass of Ψ
zz′
n . When compared to the scalar equation of motion (3), this suggests that in
supersymmetric case the bulk and brane scalar masses should satisfy
µzz′ = µ
′
zz′ , µ
2
zz′ = m
2
zz′ =M2zz′ .
Obviously, Ψ++ has a left-handed zero mode for any value ofM++:
Ψ++0L (y) = exp(−M++y) (16)
which is quasi-localized at either y = 0 (if M++ > 0) or y = πR (ifM++ < 0). All other left-handed modes of Ψ++
are paired-up with right-handed modes to get a 4D Dirac mass bigger than M++:
M++n =
√
M2++ +
n2
R2
. (17)
Similarly, Ψ−− has a right-handed zero mode for any value of M−− and also the massive modes with (M−−n )2 =
M2−− + n2/R2. The wave function of zero mode is given by
Ψ−−0R (y) = exp(M−−y), (18)
so the zero mode is quasi-localized at either y = 0 (ifM−− < 0) or y = πR (ifM−− > 0).
For Ψ+−, there is no zero mode. However if M+−πR > 1, there can be two modes lighter than M+−, while all
other modes are heavier than M+− The wavefunctions of light modes are given by
Ψ+−0L (y) = sinh(k(y − πR)), (19)
Ψ+−0R (y) = sinh(ky), (20)
(21)
where k is a real constant determined by
tanh(kπR) =
k
M+− . (22)
Obviously, one of these two light modes is localized at y = 0, while the other is localized at y = πR. In 4D viewpoint,
these two modes are paired up to get a Dirac mass
(
M+−0
)2
=M2+− − k2 . (23)
Note that in the limit M+−πR≫ 1,
M+−0 ≈ 2M+− exp(−M+−πR), (24)
so Ψ+−0 can be arbitrarily light. Similarly, if M−+πR < −1, Ψ−+ can have a light Dirac mode with M−+0 ≈
2|M−+| exp(M−+πR).
5The dynamical quasi-localization of light modes and also the shape of full KK spectrums offer a possibility that
massless brane fields can be considered as a large mass limit of bulk fields 1. To see this, let us take the limit
|Mzz′ | → ∞ 2. In this limit, the left-handed zero mode of Ψ++ becomes a chiral brane fermion confined at y = 0
(if M++ → ∞) or at y = πR (if M++ → −∞), while the right-handed zero mode of Ψ−− becomes a chiral brane
fermion at y = 0 (ifM−− → −∞) or at y = πR (ifM−− →∞). For Ψ+−, the light modes Ψ+−0L and Ψ+−0R become a
massless brane fermion at y = 0 and y = πR, respectively, in the limitM+− →∞. Similarly, Ψ−+0L and Ψ−+0R become
a massless brane fermion at y = πR and y = 0, respectively, in the limit M−+ → −∞. All other KK modes of Ψzz′
are heavier than |Mzz′ |, and thus are decoupled in the limit |Mzz′ | → ∞. So any massless brane fermion can be
considered as a bulk fermion in the large kink mass limit.
III. YUKAWA HIERARCHY FROM QUASI-LOCALIZATION
To discuss flavor hierarchy arising from quasi-localization, let us consider a generic 5D theory containing arbitrary
number of scalar and fermion fields:
S = −
∫
d5x
[
DMφID
Mφ∗I +
(
m2IδIJ + 2µIJδ(y)− 2µ′IJδ(y − πR)
)
φIφ
∗
J
+ iΨ¯A(γ
MDM +MAǫ(y))ΨA + LY
]
. (25)
Here LY stands for the Yukawa couplings between φI and ΨA and the orbifold boundary conditions are given by
φI(−y) = zIφ(y), φI(−y + πR) = z′IφI(y + πR) ,
ΨA(−y) = zAγ5ΨA(y), ΨA(−y + πR) = z′Aγ5ΨA(y + πR) . (26)
Though the brane masses of scalar fields can have off-diagonal components in general, we will assume for simplicity
that they are diagonal: µIJ = µIδIJ and µ
′
IJ = µ
′
IδIJ . To get hierarchical 4D Yukawa couplings, we also assume
that Yukawa couplings in 5D theory exist only at the fixed points, which is assured by 5D SUSY in supersymmetric
theories. Then the most general form of Yukawa couplings can be written as
LY = δ(y)
λ
XPQ
Λ3/2
ϕ
X
ψ
P
ψ
Q
+ δ(y − πR) λ
′
XPQ
Λ3/2
ϕ
X
ψ
P
ψ
Q
+ c.c., (27)
where Λ denotes the cutoff scale of our 5D orbifold field theory, ϕ
X
= {φI or φ∗I}, and ψP = { 12 (1 + γ5)ΨA or 12 (1 +
γ5)Ψ
c
A}. Note that λipq and λ′ipq are dimensionless parameters in our convention.
Let φi denote 5D scalar fields having a zero mode φ0i = exp(miy), i.e. scalar fields with zi = z
′
i = 1 and
µi = µ
′
i = mi, and Ψp denote 5D spinor fields having a chiral zero mode ψ0p = exp(−zpMpy), i.e. spinor fields with
zp = z
′
p = ±1. It is then straightforward to find that the 4D Yukawa couplings of canonocally normalized zero modes
are given by
yipq =
√
Z(mi)Z(−zpMp)Z(−zqMq) λipq
+
√
Z(−mi)Z(zpMp)Z(zqMq) λ′ipq (28)
where
Z(m) =
2m
Λ
1
e2mpiR − 1 . (29)
Obviously, yipq can have very different values, depending upon the values of mi and Mp,q, even when all of the 5D
parameters λipq and λ
′
ipq have similar values.
A simple way to get hierarchical Yukawa couplings through quasi-localization is to assume that all Yukawa couplings
originate from a single fixed point, for instance from y = πR. As a concrete example, let us consider the case that
1 Here we are implicitly assuming that there is a 3-brane at each orbifold fixed point.
2 This infinite kink mass should be considered as a large mass comparable to the cutoff scale of the orbifold field theory under consideration.
6all Yukawa couplings originate from y = πR and φi is a brane field confined at y = πR with Z(−mi) ≈ 1. Note that
a brane scalar field at y = πR can be obtained from a bulk scalar field by taking the limit m = O(Λ) while keeping
µ = µ′ = m. Then for zp,qMp,q <∼ −1/R, we have
yipq ≈
√
4|MpMq|
Λ2
λ′ipq , (30)
while for zp,qMp,q >∼ 1/R,
yipq ≈
√
4|MpMq|
Λ2
e−(zpMp+zqMq)piR λ′ipq . (31)
The physical interpretation of this result is simple. If zp,qMp,q >∼ 1/R, the corresponding zero modes are quasi-
localized at y = 0, so the Yukawa couplings are exponentially suppressed as they originate from y = πR. On the
other hand, for zp,qMp,q <∼ −1/R, the zero modes are localized at y = πR, so there is no exponential suppression in
Yukawa couplings.
If the fundamental theory at Λ is weakly coupled, simple dimensional analysis would suggest that the dimensionless
λipq are of order unity or less. However a more interesting possibility is that the theory is strongly coupled at Λ
[29, 30]. In 5D theories under consideration, the standard model gauge fields live in bulk spacetime, so their 4D
couplings are given by 1/g2a ≈ πR/g25a, where g25a denote the dimensionful 5D gauge couplings with mass dimension
−1. In order for our 5D theory to be a useful framework, it must be valid up to an energy scale significantly higher
than the compactification scale 1/R, i.e. Λ ≫ 1/R. If Λ were comparable to 1/R, we would not have to consider a
5D theory as an intermediate step going from the fundamental theory at Λ to the 4D effective theory for low energy
physics. We would rather go directly to the 4D effective theory from the fundamental theory. On the other hand, if
Λ≫ 1/R as desired, we have g25a ≈ πRg2a ≫ 1/Λ, implying that the fundamental theory at Λ is strongly coupled. As
is well known, only in strongly coupled scenario, GUT on orbifold can provide a meaningful prediction for sin2 θW or
the QCD coupling constant at the weak scale. In such strongly-coupled scenario, dimensional analysis suggests
λ′ipq = O(4π).
It is then straightforward to get hierarchical 4D Yukawa couplings ranging from the top quark Yukawa coupling yt ≈ 1
to the electron Yukawa coupling ye ≈ 10−5 − 10−6 within the parameter range
ΛπR = O(102) , |Mp|πR <∼ 7 .
Note that, in strongly coupled scenario, if the Higgs boson and the left and right-handed top quarks are all brane
fields, the resulting top-quark Yukawa coupling would be too large, yt = O(4π), so one needs to put some of those
fields in bulk spacetime.
In supersymmetric 5D theories, the fermion kink massesMp are related to the graviphoton gauging [32, 33]:
DMΨp = ∂MΨp + iMpǫ(y)BMΨp + ... , (32)
where BM denotes the graviphoton. This suggests that it is a plausible assumption that Mp are quantized (in an
appropriate unit) as the conventional gauge charges are quantized. If true, the resulting Yukawa couplings (31) would
have the same form as those obtained from the Frogatt-Nielson mechanism which generates small Yukawa couplings
using a spontaneously broken U(1) flavor symmetry [31]. In the next section, we will see that the KK threshold
corrections to low energy gauge couplings are generically given by
∆
(
1
g2a
)
= O
(
ln(yipq)
8π2
)
, (33)
if the hierarchical 4D Yukawa couplings yipq are generated by quasi-localization. Obviously then the KK threshold
corrections can significantly affect the gauge coupling unification.
IV. KALUZA-KLEIN THRESHOLD CORRECTION TO LOW ENERGY GAUGE COUPLING
In this section, we discuss the 1-loop threshold correction to low energy gauge coupling in 5D orbifold field theory.
The bare action of bulk gauge fields can be written as
Sbare = −
∫
d5x
(
1
4g25a
+
κa
4
δ(y) +
κ′a
4
δ(y − πR)
)
F aMNF aMN , (34)
7and then the 4D gauge couplings at tree level are given by(
1
g2a
)
tree
=
πR
g25a
+ κa + κ
′
a. (35)
One-loop corrections to low energy couplings can be computed by summing the contributions from all KK modes. In
generic 5D orbifold field theory, such computation yields [34, 35]
1
g2a(p)
=
[
πR
g25a
+
γa
24π3
ΛπR+ κa + κ
′
a
]
+
1
8π2
[
∆a(lnΛ,m, µ, µ
′,M, R) + ba ln
(
Λ
p
)]
≡
(
1
g2a
)
bare
+
1
8π2
[
∆a(lnΛ,m, µ, µ
′,M, R) + ba ln
(
Λ
p
)]
(36)
where γa are the coefficients of (UV-sensitive) linearly divergent corrections, ∆a stand for (UV-insensitive) logarithmi-
cally divergent or finite threshold corrections due to massive KK modes, and ba are the standard 1-loop beta function
coefficients due to zero modes. Here (1/g2a)bare correspond to the uncalculable bare couplings of the model, while ∆a
are unambiguously calculable within 5D orbifold field theory. Note that ∆a contain a piece linear in lnΛ as well as
a finite piece depending on the scalar and fermion mass parameters m,µ, µ′,M and also on the orbifold radius R.
Here we assume that the cutoff scale Λ is large enough compared to other mass parameters of the theory, thus ignore
the part suppressed by an inverse power of Λ. In the above expression, the renormalization point p is assumed to be
below the mass of the lightest massive KK mode, MKK , but far above the masses of all zero modes which would be
around the weak scale.
The KK threshold corrections in 5D theories on warped S1/Z2 × Z ′2 have been discussed before in [33, 35, 36]. In
[33, 35], ∆a for supersymmetric 5D theories on warped S
1/Z2 × Z ′2 have been computed in the framework of 4D
effective supergravity. In this framework, ∆a could be obtained by computing the tree-level Ka¨hler potential and
also the one-loop correction to holomorphic gauge kinetic functions which can be determined by the chiral anomaly
structure of 5D orbifold field theory [37]. The KK threshold corrections for nonsupersymmetric 5D theories on warped
S1/Z2×Z ′2 have been computed in [36] by directly evaluating all KK mode contributions in dimensional regularization
scheme [38], and it was confirmed that the results in supersymmetric limit agree with those of [33, 35]. In this paper,
we compute the KK threshold corrections in generic 5D theories on flat S1/Z2 × Z ′2 with quasi-localized zero modes
using the method of [36].
To calculate one-loop gauge couplings at low energies, we integrate out all massive KK modes and derive the
one-loop effective action of gauge field zero mode Aµ:
Seff = Sbare + Γφ + ΓΨ + ΓA , (37)
where Sbare is given in (34), and the 1-loop contributions from 5D scalar φ, 5D spinor Ψ and 5D vector AM are given
by
iΓφ = −1
2
Trφ ln (−D2 +M2(φ)) ,
iΓΨ =
1
2
TrΨ ln (−D2 +M2(Ψ) + FµνJµν1/2) + TrΨ0 ln(D/ ) ,
iΓA = −1
2
TrAµ ln (−D2 +M2(Aµ) + FµνJµν1 )−
1
2
TrA5 ln (−D2 +M2(A5))
+Trξξ¯ ln (−D2 +M2(ξ)) . (38)
Here TrΦ implies the functional trace for the 5D field Φ, so contains the summations over the whole KK modes.
M2(Φ) denotes the mass-square operator whose eigenvalues correspond to the KK mass spectrum of Φ, and Jµνj is
the 4D Lorentz generator for spin j, normalized as tr(Jµνj J
ρσ
j ) = C(j)(g
µρgνσ − gµσgνρ) where C(j) = (0, 1, 2) for
j = (0, 1/2, 2). TrΨ0 denotes the functional trace for the zero mode of Ψ and Trξξ¯ is the trace over the ghost fields.
The most convenient way to calculate TrΦ is to replace the KK summation by a contour integration with an
appropriately chosen pole function P (q). The pole function we will use here has the form
P (q) =
N ′(q)
2N(q)
, (39)
where N(q) has zeroes at q2 =M2n(Φ)−m2Φ for Mn(Φ) denoting the n-th KK mass and mΦ denoting the bulk mass
of Φ. Note that our pole function is different from the pole function of [36, 38] as the pole positions are shifted by
8FIG. 1: Contour C1 in the complex q-plane. Bold dots represent poles at q
2 = M2n(Φ) − m
2
Φ where Mn is the KK mass
eigenvalue and mΦ is the bulk mass of 5D field Φ. Note that a 4D state with Mn < mΦ appears as a pole at the imaginary
axis.
C1
q
m2Φ, which is mainly for the simplicity of calculation. Using the analysis of Sec. II, we find the following forms of
N -functions for 5D scalar and fermion fields:
Nφ++(q) = −
1
q
(q2 + µ++µ
′
++) sin(qπR) + (µ++ − µ′++) cos(qπR) ,
Nφ+−(q) =
1
q
(µ+− sin(qπR) + q cos(qπR)) ,
Nφ−+(q) =
1
q
(−µ′−+ sin(qπR) + q cos(qπR)) ,
Nφ−−(q) =
1
q
sin(qπR) ,
NΨ++(q) =
1
q
sin(qπR) ,
NΨ+−(q) =
1
q
(−M+− sin(qπR) + q cos(qπR)) ,
NΨ−+(q) =
1
q
(M−+ sin(qπR) + q cos(qπR)) ,
NΨ−−(q) =
1
q
sin qπR , (40)
where the scalar and fermion mass parameters µzz′ , µ
′
zz′ and Mzz′ are defined in (2) and (13). The N -functions for
5D vector fields Azz
′
M are also easily found to be
NA++(q) =
1
q
sin(qπR) ,
NA+−(q) = cos(qπR) ,
NA−+(q) = cos(qπR) ,
NA−−(q) =
1
q
sin(qπR) , (41)
where the boundary conditions of Azz
′
M are given by
Azz
′
µ (−y) = zAzz
′
µ (y) , A
zz′
µ (−y + πR) = z′Azz
′
(y + πR) ,
Azz
′
y (−y) = −zAzz
′
y (y) , A
zz′
y (−y + πR) = −z′Azz
′
y (y + πR) .
9FIG. 2: The contour C1 on the upper half-plane can be deformed into C2 without touching any singularity. The poles at the
imaginary axis do not overlap with the brance cut unless there is a tachyon state.
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q
For the pole function defined as above, it is straightforward to find
Tr ln (−D2 +M2(Φ) + FµνJµνj ) (42)
=
∫
C1
dq
2πi
P (q)
∫
d4p
(2π)4
Aaµ(−p)Aaν(p)Ta(Φ)
×
[
d(j)
∫
d4k
(2π)4
gµν
(
(p+ k)2 + q2 +m2Φ
)− 12 (p+ 2k)µ(p+ 2k)ν
(k2 + q2 +m2Φ) ((p+ k)
2 + q2 +m2Φ)
−2C(j) (p2gµν − pµpν) ∫ d4k
(2π)4
1
(k2 + q2 +m2Φ) ((p+ k)
2 + q2 +m2Φ)
]
≡ i
∫
d4p
(2π)4
Ga(p)Aaµ(−p)
(
p2gµν − pµpν)Aaν(p) , (43)
where d(j) = (1, 4, 4) and C(j) = (0, 1, 2) for j = (0, 1/2, 1), and Ta(X) = Tr
(
T 2a (X)
)
is the Dynkin index of the
gauge group representation X . Here the contour C1 is depicted in Fig. 1. To regulate the divergent part of the above
integral, we split the pole function into two parts:
P (q) = P˜ (q) + P∞(q), (44)
where P˜ → O(q−2) at |q| → ∞. Then P∞ is given by
P∞(q) = −A
q
− iπR
2
ǫ(Im(q)) , (45)
where ǫ(x) = x/|x| and A is a real constant depending on the Z2 × Z ′2 parity of the corresponding 5D field:
A = (−1/2, 0, 0, 1/2)
for Z2 × Z ′2 parity (ZΦ, Z ′Φ) = (++,+−,−+,−−). With the decomposition (44), all UV divergences appear in the
contribution from P∞ in a manner allowing simple dimensional regularization.
The 4D momentum integral d4k in (43) exhibits a branch cut on the imaginary axis of q for p2 > 0. For the
contribution from P˜ , one can change the contour as in Fig. 2 since the contribution from the infinite half-circle
vanishes. Note that the poles of P˜ on the imaginary axis do not overlap with the branch cut as long as there is no
tachyon. After integrating by part, we find that the part of Ga from P˜ is given by
∆Ga(P˜ ) = Ta(Φ)
8π2
(
1
6
d(j)− 2C(j)
)
F(q)
∣∣∣
q→i∞
−Ta(Φ)
8π2
∫ 1
0
dx
(
1
2
d(j)(1 − 2x)2 − 2C(j)
)
F(q)
∣∣∣
q=i
√
x(1−x)p2+m2
Φ
, (46)
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where
F(q) = 1
2
lnN +A ln q +
iπR
2
q .
In fact, F(q)
∣∣∣
q→i∞
turns out to be vanishing in the cases we are now considering. The contribution from P∞ includes
the log divergence from the pole term 1/q. This can be regulated by the standard dimensional regularization of
4D momentum integral, d4p → dDp, yielding a 1/(D − 4) pole. On the other hand, the step-function contribution
from ǫ(Im(q)) involves a 5D momentum integral which is linearly divergent, but it simply gives a finite result in
dimensional regularization. Note that linearly divergent correction to 1/g2a depends highly on the used regularization
scheme. Namely the coefficient γa of Eq. (36) is regularization scheme dependent, and γa = 0 in the dimensional
regularization scheme we are currently using. However this does not have any special meaning since the physical
amplitudes are always expressed in terms of the scheme-independent combination piR
g2
5a
+ γa24pi3ΛπR. Adding the divergent
contribution from P∞ to the finite part ∆Ga from P˜ , we obtain
Ga = Ta(Φ)
8π2
[∫ 1
0
dx
(
−1
2
d(j)(1 − 2x)2 + 2C(j)
)(
1
2
lnN
) ∣∣∣
q=i
√
x(1−x)p2+m2
Φ
+A
∫ 1
0
dx
(
−1
2
d(j)(1 − 2x)2 + 2C(j)
)(
1
D − 4
)]
. (47)
Using the above result, we find that the KK threshold corrections from a 5D complex scalar φ, 5D Dirac fermion
Ψ and 5D vector AM are given by
∆a(φ) + b
φ
a ln
Λ
p
=
1
6
[
Ta(φ
++)
{
ln Λ− 3
∫ 1
0
duF (u) lnNφ++
(
i
√
u2p2
4
+m2++
)}
− 3Ta(φ+−)
∫ 1
0
duF (u) lnNφ+−
(
i
√
u2p2
4
+m2+−
)
− 3Ta(φ−+)
∫ 1
0
duF (u) lnNφ−+
(
i
√
u2p2
4
+m2−+
)
−Ta(φ−−)
{
ln Λ + 3
∫ 1
0
duF (u) lnNφ−−
(
i
√
u2p2
4
+m2−−
)}]
,
∆a(Ψ) + b
Ψ
a ln
Λ
p
=
1
3
[
Ta(Ψ
++)
{
−2 ln p+ 3
∫ 1
0
duG(u) lnNΨ++
(
i
√
u2p2
4
+M2++
)}
+Ta(Ψ
+−)
{
+3
∫ 1
0
duG(u) lnNΨ+−
(
i
√
u2p2
4
+M2+−
)}
+Ta(Ψ
−+)
{
+3
∫ 1
0
duG(u) lnNΨ−+
(
i
√
u2p2
4
+M2−+
)}
+Ta(Ψ
−−)
{
−2 ln p+ 3
∫ 1
0
duG(u) lnNΨ−−
(
i
√
u2p2
4
+M2−−
)}]
∆a(AM ) + b
A
a ln
Λ
p
=
1
12
[
Ta(A
++
M )
{
−23 lnΛ + 44 ln p+
∫ 1
0
duK(u) lnNA++
(
iu
2
√
p2
)}
+Ta(A
+−
M )
∫ 1
0
duK(u) lnNA+−
(
iu
2
√
p2
)
+Ta(A
−+
M )
∫ 1
0
duK(u) lnNA−+
(
iu
2
√
p2
)
+Ta(A
−−
M )
{
23 lnΛ− 2 ln p+
∫ 1
0
duK(u) lnNA−−
(
iu
2
√
p2
)}]
,
where bφa , b
ψ
a and b
A
a are the beta function coefficients for the massless modes from φ, Ψ and AM , respectively, and
F (u) = u(1− u2)1/2 ,
11
G(u) = u(1− u2)1/2 − u(1− u2)−1/2 ,
K(u) = −9u(1− u2)1/2 + 24u(1− u2)−1/2 .
For the case that
√
p2 is much smaller than the lowest nonzero KK mass, the above results are simplified to yield
∆a =
21
12
[
Ta(A
++
M ) + Ta(A
−−
M )
]
ln(ΛπR)
−1
6
Ta(Φ
++) ln
(
Λ(em++piR − e−m++piR)
2m++
)
−1
6
Ta(φ
++) ln
(
(m++ + µ++)(m++ − µ′++)em++piR − (m++ − µ++)(m++ + µ′++)e−m++piR
2m++Λ
)
−1
6
Ta(φ
+−) ln
(
(m+− + µ+−)e
m+−piR + (m+− − µ+−)e−m+−piR
2m+−
)
−1
6
Ta(φ
−+) ln
(
(m−+ − µ′−+)em−+piR + (m−+ + µ′−+)e−m−+piR
2m−+
)
−1
6
Ta(φ
−−) ln
(
Λ(em−−piR − e−m−−piR)
2m−−
)
−2
3
Ta(Ψ
++) ln
(
Λ(eM++piR − e−M++piR)
2M++
)
−2
3
Ta(Ψ
+−) ln
(
e−M+−piR
)
−2
3
Ta(Ψ
−+) ln
(
eM−+piR
)
−2
3
Ta(Ψ
−−) ln
(
Λ(eM−−piR − e−M−−piR)
2M−−
)
, (48)
where mzz′ , µzz′ and µ
′
zz′ denote the bulk and brane masses of φ, andMzz′ is the kink mass of Ψ. Here Φ++ is a 5D
complex scalar field having a zero mode, i.e. a scalar field with µ = µ′ = m, and φ++ stands for complex scalar fields
without zero mode. The 4D beta function coefficients ba are given by
ba = −11
3
Ta(A
++
M ) +
1
6
Ta(A
−−
M ) +
1
3
Ta(Φ
++) +
2
3
Ta(Ψ
++) +
2
3
Ta(Ψ
−−), (49)
which can be easily understood by noting that A++M gives a massless 4D vector, A
−−
M a massless real 4D scalar, and
Ψ±± a massless 4D chiral fermion. Then comparing the above ∆a to the expression of 4D Yukawa couplings in (28),
one easily finds that generically
∆a = O (ln(yipq)) (50)
if the 4D Yukawa couplings yipq are generated by quasi-localization.
It is straightforward to find an expression of ∆a for supersymmetric 5D theories using the above result. In super-
symmetric theories, there can be two type of bulk fields: vector multiplet V containing a 5D vector AM , a Dirac-spinor
λ and a real scalar Σ, and hypermultiplet H containing a Dirac spinor Ψ and two complex scalars φ, φ′. The mass
parameters and Z2 × Z ′2 boundary conditions of component fields are given by
Vzz′ = {Azz′M , λzz
′
(M = 0), Σz˜z˜′(µ = µ′ = m = 0) } ,
Hzz′ = {φzz′(µ = µ′ = m = −M), φ′z˜z˜′(µ = µ′ = m =M), Ψzz′(M) } , (51)
where z = −z˜ = ±1, z′ = −z˜′ = ±1. Here m,µ and µ′ denote the bulk and brane masses of scalar field, and M is
the kink mass of Dirac fermion field. We then find
(∆a)SUSY =
[
Ta(V++) + Ta(V−−)
]
ln(ΛπR)
−Ta(H++) ln
(
Λ(eM++piR − e−M++piR)
2M++
)
−Ta(H+−) ln
(
e−M+−piR
)
12
−Ta(H−+) ln
(
eM−+piR
)
−Ta(H−−) ln
(
Λ(eM−−piR − e−M−−piR)
2M−−
)
(52)
and the 4D beta function coefficients
(ba)SUSY = −3Ta(V++) + Ta(V−−) + Ta(H++) + Ta(H−−). (53)
In fact, one can obtain (∆a)SUSY using the 4D effective supergravity method discussed in [33, 35]. We confirmed that
the result from 4D effective supergravity agrees with the above result which was obtained from a direct calculation
of KK threshold correction.
With the above result on ∆a, one can obtain the low energy gauge couplings at p <∼MKK which are determined as
(36) at one-loop approximation. In most of 5D orbifold field theories, we have
MKK
MW
≫ Λ
MKK
(54)
by many orders of magnitude, where MW is the weak scale and MKK is the lightest KK mass. Then the dominant
part of higher order corrections (beyond one-loop) to low energy couplings at MW come from the energy scales below
MKK , which can be systematically computed within 4D effective theory. To include those higher order corrections,
one can start with the matching condition at MKK :
1
g2a(MKK)
=
(
1
g2a
)
bare
+
1
8π2
[
∆a + ba ln
(
Λ
MKK
)]
, (55)
where ∆a are given by (48), and then subsequently perform two-loop renormalization group (RG) analysis over the
scales between MKK and MW . If there is a massive particle with mass M between MKK and MW , one needs to stop
at M to integrate out this massive particle, which would yield a new matching condition at M . For a given model,
one can repeat this procedure to find the gauge couplings at MW , and compare the results with the experimentally
measured values.
In some case, there can be another large mass gap between the lightest KK mass MKK and the next lightest KK
mass M ′KK . For instance, as we have noticed in Sec. II, Ψ
+− has two light KK modes with a Dirac mass 2Me−MpiR
when its kink mass MπR ≫ 1. Then the lightest KK mass is given by MKK = 2Me−MpiR, while the next lightest
KK mass M ′KK = 1/R which corresponds to the mass of the first KK mode of gauge fields. IfMπR is large enough,
so that
M ′KK
MKK
=
eMpiR
2MR ≫
Λ
M ′KK
= ΛR , (56)
the next important higher order corrections would come from energy scales between MKK and M
′
KK . Those next
important higher order corrections can be included by performing the two-loop RG analysis starting fromM ′KK . The
corresponding matching condition at M ′KK is given by
1
g2a(M
′
KK)
=
(
1
g2a
)
bare
+
1
8π2
[
∆′a + b
′
a ln
(
Λ
M ′KK
)]
, (57)
where
b′a = ba + δba ,
∆′a = ∆a − δba ln
(
Λ
MKK
)
(58)
for ∆a given by (48). Here ba denote the one-loop beta function coefficients for zero modes, while δba denote the
coefficient for the lightest KK states.
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V. APPLICATION TO ORBIFOLD GUT
In the previous section, we have discussed one-loop gauge couplings in generic 5D orbifold field theory, including
the KK threshold correction ∆a as
1
g2a(p)
=
(
1
g2a
)
bare
+
1
8π2
[
∆a + ba ln
Λ
p
]
(a = 1, 2, 3). (59)
The bare couplings here consist of several pieces which are not calculable within orbifold field theory:(
1
g2a
)
bare
=
πR
g25a
+
γa
24π3
ΛπR+ κa + κ
′
a. (60)
So although it is an well-defined relation between the bare parameters and measurable quantities, (59) does not give
any useful prediction unless additional information on bare couplings is provided. In orbifold GUT which is strongly
coupled at Λ, g25a and γa are universal as a consequence of unified gauge symmetry in bulk, and both κa and κ
′
a are
of the order of 1/8π2 as the theory is strongly coupled at Λ [29, 30]. We then have(
1
g2a
)
bare
=
1
g2GUT
+O
(
1
8π2
)
(a = 1, 2, 3) , (61)
With this information on bare couplings, one would be able to predict for instance the value of QCD coupling constant
atMZ in terms of the measured values of the electroweak coupling constants atMZ and the KK threshold corrections
∆a computed in the previous section.
Let us discuss in more detail the effect of KK threshold on the predicted value of the QCD coupling constant. To
this end, it is convenient to consider ∑
a
ηa
αa(p)
, (62)
where αa = g
2
a/4π and ηa are the coefficients determined by
η3 = 1,
∑
a
ηa = 0,
∑
a
ηaba = 0. (63)
It is then straightforward to find
1
α3(MZ)
=
(
1
α3(MZ)
)
0
+
1
2π
(η1∆1 + η2∆2 +∆3) (64)
where (
1
α3(MZ)
)
0
= −
(
η1
α1(MZ)
+
η2
α2(MZ)
+ δLE
)
(65)
for the experimentally measured electroweak coupling constants α1(MZ) = 0.0169 and α2(MZ) = 0.0338, and
δLE =
∑
a
ηa
αa(MKK)
−
∑
a
ηa
αa(MZ)
(66)
can be determined by the RG analysis below MKK once the zero mode spectrums are known. Note that when
expanded in powers of ∆a/8π
2, δLE is independent of ∆a at leading order. If zero mode spectrums correspond to the
standard model (SM), we have
η1 =
115
218
, η2 = −333
218
(67)
and (
1
α3(MZ)
)
0
= 15.3 +O
(
1
π
)
(68)
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for MKK = 10
13 − 1015 GeV. Here we consider a rather wide range of MKK to cover the case that the lightest KK
mass is suppressed by a small localization factor as MKK = 2Me−MpiR. It turns out that the numerical result is
insensitive toMKK , e.g. the variation of 1/α3 is within O(1/π) even whenMKK varies by several orders of magnitude.
In the above, we have used the approximation scheme to include two-loop RG evolution below MKK , and then the
uncertainty of O(1/π) is from the dependence of δLE on MKK as well as from the piece higher order in ∆a/8π2. For
more interesting case that zero mode spectrums correspond to the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM),
η1 =
5
7
, η2 = −12
7
(69)
and (
1
α3(MZ)
)
0
= 7.8 +O
(
1
π
)
. (70)
Here we have assumed the superparticle massesMSUSY at 0.3 ∼ 1 TeV, and then the uncertainty of O(1/π) is mainly
from the variation of superparticle threshold effects at MSUSY.
To see the importance of KK threshold corrections more explicitly, let us consider a class of 5D SU(5) orbifold
GUTs whose effective 4D theory is given by the MSSM. To break SU(5) by orbifolding, Z2 × Z ′2 is embedded into
SU(5) as
Z2 = diag(+1,+1,+1,+1,+1) ,
Z ′2 = diag(+1,+1,+1,−1,−1) , (71)
leading to the following orbifold boundary conditions of the 5D vector multiplet V containing the SU(5) gauge fields:
V = (8, 1)
(++)
0 + (1, 3)
(++)
0 + (1, 1)
(++)
0 + (3, 2)
(+−)
−5/6 + (3¯, 2)
(+−)
5/6 , (72)
where the SU(5) adjoint representation is decomposed into the representations of the SM gauge group. Obviously
then the bulk SU(5) is broken down to SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) at y = πR, while it is unbroken at y = 0.
The model contains matter hypermultiplets Fp(5¯), F
′
p(5¯), Tp(10) and T
′
p(10) (p = 1, 2, 3) with kink masses MFp ,
MF ′p , MTp and MT ′p , and also the Higgs hypermultiplets H(5) and H ′(5¯) with kink masses MH and MH′ , where
the numbers in bracket mean the SU(5) representation. We assign the Z2 × Z ′2 parities of these hypermultiplets as
Z2(Fp) = Z2(F
′
p) = Z2(Tp) = Z2(T
′
p) = Z2(H) = Z2(H
′) = 1
Z ′2(Fp) = −Z ′2(F ′p) = Z ′2(Tp) = −Z ′2(T ′p) = Z ′2(H) = Z ′2(H ′) = −1 , (73)
and then the orbifold boundary conditions of matter and Higgs hypermultiplets are given by
F = (3¯, 1)
(+−)
1/3 + (1, 2)
(++)
−1/2 ,
F ′ = (3¯, 1)
(++)
1/3 + (1, 2)
(+−)
−1/2 ,
T = (3, 2)
(++)
1/6 + (3¯, 1)
(+−)
−2/3 + (1, 1)
(+−)
1 ,
T ′ = (3, 2)
(+−)
1/6 + (3¯, 1)
(++)
−2/3 + (1, 1)
(++)
1 ,
H = (3, 1)
(+−)
−1/3 + (1, 2)
(++)
1/2 ,
H ′ = (3¯, 1)
(+−)
1/3 + (1, 2)
(++)
−1/2 . (74)
Then using (70) and (52), we find
1
α3(MZ)
= 7.8 +
1
2π
[ ∆gauge +∆higgs +∆matter] +O
(
1
π
)
(75)
where
1
2π
∆gauge =
3
7π
ln(πRΛ) (76)
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corresponds to the KK threshold correction from the 5D vector multiplet,
∆higgs =
9
14
[
ln
(
sinh πRMH
πRMH
)
+ πRMH + ln
(
sinh πRMH′
πRMH′
)
+ πRMH′
]
(77)
is the correction from Higgs hypermultiplets, and
∆matter =
9
14
∑
p
[
ln
(
sinh πRMFp
πRMFp
)
+ πRMFp − ln
(
sinh πRMF ′p
πRMF ′p
)
− πRMF ′p
]
+
3
2
∑
p
[
ln
(
sinh πRMTp
πRMTp
)
+ πRMTp − ln
(
sinh πRMT ′p
πRMT ′p
)
− πRMT ′p
]
(78)
is the correction from matter hypermultiplets.
For ΛπR ≈ 102, we have
1
2π
∆gauge ≈ 0.8 . (79)
Then the predicted value of 1/α3 would be very close to the experimental value:(
1
α3(MZ)
)
exp
= 8.55± 0.15 , (80)
if ∆higgs +∆matter is negligible. In other words, the KK threshold correction from Higgs and matter hypermultiplets
should be negligible, i.e.
1
2π
(∆higgs +∆matter ) <∼ O
(
1
π
)
, (81)
in order for the 5D orbifold GUT under consideration to be consistent with observation.
Obviously, for the class of models under consideration, a hypermultiplet with MπR ≫ 1 gives a large threshold
correction ∆(1/α3) = O(MπR/2π) which can make the model inconsistent with the observation. For instance, in the
model of [9], the Higgs zero modes are quasi-localized at y = 0 by havingMHπR = 11.5 and MH′πR = 6.9, the 1st
and 3rd generation matters are brane fields at y = πR and y = 0, respectively, and the 2nd generation matters come
from hypermultiplets with vanishing kink masses. This model then gives 1/α3(MZ) = 10.9 which is too large to be
consistent with the experimental value.
A simple way to avoid a too large ∆higgs is to assume that both of the Higgs hypermultiplets have MπR ≪ −1,
for instanceMHπR ≈MH′πR ≈ −10. In this case, the Higgs zero modes are localized at y = πR, and
1
2π
∆higgs ≈ − 9
14π
ln
(√
MHMH′ πR
)
≈ −0.45, (82)
which is small enough not to spoil the successful gauge unification. However for matter hypermultiplets, to generate
the hierarchical 4D Yukawa couplings through dynamical quasi-localization, one needs to localize heavy and light
generations at different locations. This means that some kink masses should be positive, while some others are
negative. One then needs a nontrivial cancellation between the corrections from different matter hypermultiplets in
order for ∆matter ≈ 0. In this regard, an interesting possibility is that
MFp =MF ′p , MTp =MT ′p , (83)
which obviously lead to
1
2π
∆matter = 0 . (84)
The relation (83) between hypermultiplet masses can be considered as a consequence of global SU(2)H symmetry
under which (Fp, F
′
p) and (Tp, T
′
p) transform as a doublet. This SU(2)H symmetry is broken down to U(1)3B+L at
y = πR by the orbifolding boundary conditions (73). It is then straightforward to introduce a dynamics at y = πR
which breaks U(1)3B+L spontaneously down to the matter-parity (−1)3B+L. This is in fact necessary to generate
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TABLE I: A set of hypermultiplet masses which give realistic fermion masses and CKM mixing while satisfying (81) for
successful gauge unification. Here n = 0, 1, 2.
MTp/M0 MT ′p/M0 MFp/M0 MF ′p/M0
(4,2,0) (4,2,0) (n,n,n) (n,n,n)
(5,1,0) (3,3,0) (2,0,1) (1,2,0)
(3,3,0) (5,1,0) (0,2,1) (2,0,1)
(6,6,0) (2,4,0) (4,0,2) (0,4,2)
(5,1,0) (3,3,0) (3,1,2) (1,3,2)
(3,3,0) (3,3,0) (1,3,2) (3,1,2)
(2,4,0) (6,0,0) (0,4,2) (4,0,2)
nonzero Majorana masses of neutrinos. Then the brane interactions at y = πR are constrained only by the SM gauge
group, 4D N = 1 supersymmetry and the R-parity (−1)3B+L+2s (s = spin).
The KK threshold corrections (77) and (78) to 1/α3 from Higgs and matter hypermultiplets have a correlation
with the 4D Yukawa couplings given by (28). So the condition (81) for successful gauge unification provides some
restriction on the possible forms of 4D Yukawa couplings. However still it is not so difficult to construct models to
produce the correct form of Yukawa couplings through quasi-localization, while satisfying (81). To see this, consider a
class of models withMHπR≪ −1 andMH′πR≪ −1, in which the Higgs zero modes are quasi-localized at y = πR.
The quark and lepton Yukawa couplings are assumed to arise from the following brane interactions at y = πR:∫
d5x
∫
d2θ δ(y − πR) 1
Λ3/2
[
λUpqHQpU
c
q + λ
D
pqH
′QpD
c
q + λ
E
pqH
′LpE
c
q
]
, (85)
where the Higgs doublets H1 and H2 come from H and H
′, respectively, the lepton doublets Lp are from Fp, the
lepton singlets Ecp are from T
′
p, the quark doublets Qp are from Tp, the quark singlets U
c
p and D
c
p are from T
′
p and
F ′p, respectively. Then according to the discussion of Sec. II, the physical Yukawa couplings of quarks and leptons
are given by
yUpq =
√
Z(MH)Z(MT ′p)Z(MTq )λUpq ,
yDpq =
√
Z(MH′)Z(MT ′p)Z(MF ′q )λDpq ,
yEpq =
√
Z(MH′)Z(MFp)Z(MTq )λEpq , (86)
where
Z(M) = 2M
Λ
1
e2MpiR − 1 . (87)
If we further assume that all hypermultiplet masses are quantized in an appropriate unit, then the hypermultiplet
masses tabulated in Table I give the correct quark and lepton masses as well as the correct CKM mixing angles, while
satisfying (81) for successful gauge unification. Here the unit mass M0 is defined to given by e−M0piR = Cabbibo
angle ≈ 0.2.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have examined the KK threshold corrections to low energy gauge couplings g2a from bulk matter
fields whose zero modes are dynamically quasi-localized to generate hierarchical 4D Yukawa couplings. We derived the
explicit form of threshold corrections in generic 5D orbifold field theory on S1/Z2×Z ′2, and found that the corrections to
1/g2a are of the order of ln(y)/8π
2 where y denotes 4D Yukawa couplings generated by quasi-localization. So generically
quasi-localization significantly affects gauge coupling unification. We then applied the results to 5D orbifold GUT,
and discussed the conditions for a 5D GUT to generate hierarchical Yukawa couplings without spoiling successful
gauge coupling unification. Some examples of such 5D GUTs are presented in Table I.
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